
A UNIFYING
VISION

TIP THE SCALES IN YOUR
FAVOR AND KEEP THEM THERE.



GETTING TO ‘US’ 
– STARTING THE JOURNEY TO YOUR UNIFYING VISION 

FUNDAMENTAL FOCUSES: LEADERSHIP, GOAL ASSESSMENT AND STAFF VALUATION

Adapted from his popular motivational book, Getting To ‘Us,’ Joe expertly guides business leaders 

through the processes of mission analysis, productivity evaluation and goal prioritization to determine 

their company’s ultimate path to success. This realization is the foundational epicenter for unity 

throughout the company and establishes the blueprint for future goals and achievements.

JOE WILL SHOW YOU HOW TO:
CRAFT DISCOVER RECAST SET
A compelling and

inspiring vision

statement

and unlock your

personal powers of

persuasion

team members, if

needed, in roles in

which they will thrive

a defined course to

realize improvements

in morale, production

and profitability

KEYNOTE



JOE WILL SHOW YOU HOW TO:

UNIFYING VISION 
— FROM CREATION TO IMPLEMENTATION

FUNDAMENTAL FOCUSES: LEADERSHIP, TEAM BUILDING AND MISSION EXECUTION

Now that your vision has been established, it’s time to present it to your workforce, inspire them with

their new opportunities for personal and financial growth and embark upon your collective journey

toward great achievements in your company. Joe will be right by your side, directing your entire team

to perform their duties more decisively — with less fear, less hesitation and less stress — and to

embrace your unifying vision through understanding, acceptance and trust.

CONVEY DEMONSTRATE COMMUNICATE PROVIDE

your unifying vision

with power and

purpose

that your unifying

vision will enrich them

personally and

professionally

how these new ideals

will elevate

performance and

productivity

defined opportunities

for advancement

amongst your team

KEYNOTE



WHAT OTHERS ARE SAYING
Joe’s message and ‘Getting to Us’ philosophy infused a Unifying Vision into our management team

that produced noticeable results. Our team refocused, had a renewed sense of pride and

ownership in the resort, and worked together on a whole new level to increase productivity and

enhance the guest experience.

Jeffrey Rudder | General Manager Skytop Lodge – AAA Four-Diamond-rated Historic Hotel of America

Kicking off our annual client event, Joe was engaging and entertaining, and provided a truly unique

experience to our audience that was a great way to kick off the day. The best thing we can say

about Joe comes from our clients, who spoke very highly of him in their feedback of our event.

Robert Glus | FSA, MAAA, FCA
Conrad Siegel

Many thanks to you for lifting our spirits with your positivity, enthusiasm. The energy you brought

to us (and a break from all the stress members have endured for months) is just what we needed –

the MindShark was a perfect fit!

Jayne H. Huston |MBA, LPBC
Women President’s Organization (WPO)



JOE WILL SHOW YOU HOW TO:

Joe’s renowned Clarity Through Communication presentation provides leaders with strategies to

adapt to new realities, confront unforeseen challenges and lead teams through adversities with a

predefined and influential communications plan. Born during his years as a defender of justice in the

courtroom, Joe shares real-life insights and examples of how he used powerful opening statements,

cross examinations and summations to educate and influence juries and judges with precision and

conviction. You’ll also learn intuitive listening skills, how to interpret cues to better understand

behaviors and tips for enhancing the critical thinking abilities of your entire team.

HONE USE DIFFUSE UTILIZE

your expectation

delivery to achieve

maximum impact and

desired results

the art of storytelling to

capture and hold the

attention of others

conflicts quickly

through conversational

resolution tactics

the power of

affirmation in our

communications

KEYNOTE
CLARITY THROUGH COMMUNICATION

— MAXIMIZING EVERY WORD YOU SPEAK 
FUNDAMENTAL FOCUSES: PERSUASIVE COMMUNICATION, CRITICAL THINKING AND 

CONFLICT RESOLUTION



JOE’S BOOKS
GETTING TO ‘US’
Discover the Ability to Lead Your Team to Any Result You Desire

One big vision of purpose that brings everyone together, so all are working toward a common, noble purpose.

In Getting to ‘Us,’ leadership & communication speaker Joe Curcillo shows you how to take any group —

apathetic or hostile ones — and make them enthusiastic, energized, and ready to go “all in” for your cause.

WHAT’S YOUR FREAKIN’ POINT?
Maximize the Impact of Every Word You Speak

Skilled presenters and speakers understand the need to be on point: They know how to deliver a message that

draws people in willingly.

In What’s Your Freakin’ Point: Maximize the Impact of Every Word You Speak, Joe Curcillo shows you how to

be an engaging, credible, and powerful presenter. He shares his lifetime of experience as a courtroom lawyer

and a professional entertainer to help you maximize the impact of every word you speak to get your point

across!



MEASURABLE RESULTS
ATTENDEES OF JOE’S PRESENTATIONS ACHIEVE GROWTH IN MANY AREAS, INCLUDING:

COMMUNICATION DIRECTION
FREEDOM FROM

MICROMANAGEMENT
IMPROVED

INNOVATION
ROLE ESTABLISHMENT

Many of Joe’s clients, including CEOs,
upper-level supervisors and each
organization’s employees, realize

improved communication skills, which
enhances their ability to listen, question,

deliver feedback and show
appreciation. This greatly improves

multiple facets of their business,
including work efficiency, team morale

and overall profitability.

Many managers utilize the same
practices for so long, that they’re simply
no longer effective. Joe’s clients benefit
from a refreshed mindset developed by

creating new goals, refocusing on the
unifying vision of the company and

exercising self-accountability.

Along with improved management
skills comes the ability to better direct

your workforce. Allowing your
supervisors to become more

empowered and self-directed creates
greater experiences rooted in trust and

accomplishment.

When everyone in your organization has
a better understanding of your vision

and goals, management becomes more
conversational and less one directional.
This transition inspires solution-focused
approaches to business and allows for
creativity and empowerment to carry

the day.

You will develop an understanding of
how to communicate and evaluate your

team by embracing each person’s
unique responsibilities in your company.

Every person plays a vital role in your
operation, and by assessing them using

new variables, you’ll be positioned to
manage and empower them

individually, while simultaneously
creating a strong, cohesive unit.



MEET JOE
A dynamic, insightful and entertaining problem solver. That’s Joe

Curcillo — and his thought-provoking, real-life experiences as a

prosecutor, mentalist and bestselling behavioral author have

made him a widely popular and uniquely positioned motivational

speaker for corporations and organizations working to unify and

empower their personnel to achieve greatness as a team.

Joe’s mission is simple: He’s passionate about discovering

productivity breakdowns in the workplace, understanding how

and why they exist and designing strategic yet easy-to-

implement solutions that improve efficiency and creativity,

increase loyalty companywide and more passionately deliver

results centered around your vision. Just as important, Joe will

ensure everyone thoroughly enjoys the process!

AND, MOST IMPORTANTLY TO SHOW THEM
HOW TO HAVE FUN DOING IT!



Joe is committed to sharing his life experience to improving the lives of others. He offers a wide array of coaching packages that range from actionable advice to full

immersion into your vision. He works side-by-side with company executives to take their employees on transformational journeys that foster growth, value and

purpose. Depending on your needs, Joe will create a coaching package that will objectively guide you to where you need to be.

As an objective outsider on your side, Joe will help you tip the scales in your favor. Once you have explored all of the details of your unifying vision, you and your team

will be unstoppable.

Every successful business must have an excellent leader. A leader needs to know how to have a unifying vision for the company and get their team to work together

well. Whether he is working directly with the CEO or with the board, Joe can help improve management and leadership skills, showing you how to motivate and inspire

your team to reach new levels of success. Joe will help you discover your team’s noble purpose.

 Joe expertly guides business leaders through the processes of mission analysis, productivity evaluation and goal prioritization to determine their company’s ultimate

path to success. This realization is the foundational epicenter for unity throughout the company and establishes the blueprint for future goals and achievements.

COACHING
FOR CEO’S, LEADERS & BOARDS

YOUR UNIFYING VISION
COACHING OBJECTIVES:

HONING IN ON YOUR VISION KNOWING YOUR TEAM MOVING YOUR TEAM IN
ONE DIRECTION

BE READY FOR CHANGE



COMMUNICATING WITH CLARITY, POWER & PURPOSE

Joe is committed to guiding leaders with strategies to adapt to new realities, confront unforeseen challenges and lead teams through adversities with a predefined

and influential communications plan.

Born during his years as a defender of justice in the courtroom, Joe shares real-life insights and examples of how he used powerful opening statements, cross

examinations and summations to educate and influence juries and judges with precision and conviction. You’ll also share intuitive listening skills, how to interpret

cues to better understand behaviors and tips for enhancing the critical thinking abilities of your entire team.

COACHING OBJECTIVES:

FRAMING YOUR MESSAGE DELIVERING YOUR MESSAGE KEEPING YOUR MESSAGE
FRESH

KEEPING IT REAL &
RELEVANT

Whether you are speaking one on one or to an entire crowd, Joe will help you frame, package and deliver your message with the same power and authority with

which you built your business.

Some of the most successful people in the world have discovered their own limitations in the area of communicating and being understood. Joe has devoted his

career to developing communication skills that go beyond mere speech. Joe has mastered the ability to understand the nuances of communication through the

normal verbal and nonverbal skills, but also – and most importantly – in situational moments. Many times, the situation controls how a message is understood. 

COACHING
FOR CEO’S, LEADERS & BOARDS



ASK ABOUT JOE’S ENTERTAINING AND ENGAGING EVENING SHOW:
THINK LOUD-I AM LISTENING!

THE MINDSHARK – AMERICA’S PREMIER MENTALIST

Joe has performed from Las Vegas

Casinos …. NY Board Rooms… to

cheap motels in Des Moines.

Joe’s career is as a CEO and attorney.
He is much more than an entertainer.

He knows and respects what a
corporate audience wants and needs!

THE PERFECT
ENTERTAINING

STAGE SHOW

WINNING
APPRECIATION

EVENTS

THE ULTIMATE
BLENDED EVENTS

How your Customers, Vendors,

Members, and Employees Your

Care with a GREAT time!!

Infuse a product reveal, a

corporate vision or a sense of

teamwork into your event.

With a career of building a corporate
network of clients and associates and
team members, America’s Premiere

Mentalist provides memorable
interactive fun events.

Speaker, author and strategist, Joe
Curcillo will deliver a message that will
resonate with your people while they

are immersed in a wonderful
entertainment event.

“JOE GETS THE BUSINESS WORLD! HE IS SO EASY TO WORK WITH!”

CALL 717.433.2200 TODAY TO WORK WITH JOE TO MAKE YOUR
EVENT AWESOME!

"JOE'S EVENING SHOW IS AMAZING!"

https://joecurcillo.com/meet-joe/
https://joecurcillo.com/what-others-are-saying/
http://www.joecurcillo.com/


CALL US TODAY!

EAST COAST OFFICE:
717.433.2200

WEST COAST OFFICE:
702.907.4275

(702.90.SHARK)

EMAIL ADDRESS
Joe@joecurcillo.com

CONTACT
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tel:7174332200
tel:7029074275
mailto:Joe@joecurcillo.com



